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The Carnival is an exceptional awning offering truly remarkable value.  The canvas is made from strong, durable 300D
Oxford polyester that is lighter weight than old fashioned awning materials, making it easier to handle and set up.
The roof is made from a single piece of material, with no seams, to maximise weatherproofing and has an attractive
dappled printed interior surface.  A strong washable base panel will keep your awning looking good and the attractive
colour scheme will complement any caravan.  A strong galvanised steel frame with easy lock adjusting clamps comes
as standard with a lightweight, but strong, aluminium frame available as an option.  There is no permanent attachment
to the caravan; the roof rafters are supported by easy to use bracket pads that attach to beading on the awning and
simply rest against the caravan.  These bracket pads are supplied as standard.  The Carnival is a five piece awning,
each of the side panels and both the front panels can be zipped out, again aiding set up.  A tall annexe is available
that can be zipped into either side of the awning and then the side panel can be zipped back into place to hide
the contents of the annexe – another thoughtful feature.  The Carnival is very generously sized with a full 250 cm
depth, more than enough for the largest family.  The Carnival has large panoramic windows and the windows in the
side panels also feature full size mosquito mesh panels for excellent ventilation.  Obtaining a good fit on your caravan
is made easier by the large gusset triangles, built into the rear of the awning, that allow the awning to maintain the
correct profile instead of that of the caravan.

Key Features

CARNIVAL

Depth: 250 cm
Roof material: One piece coated polyester with dapple

print on inside
Wall material: Double coated 300D Oxford polyester
Base panel: Washable PVC coated polyester with

internal mud flap
Zips: Extra heavy duty moulded tooth and all

zips with covers
Pegging: Fully adjustable and replaceable ladder

bands and all pegging points reinforced
Frame: Steel with easy lock adjusting clamps -

aluminium with easy lock adjusting clamps,
available as an option. 875 – 975cm sizes
have two extra roof rafters, 1000 – 1075cm
sizes have two extra roof rafters, two extra
intermediate front legs and two extra
canopy support poles

Caravan 
attachment: Kampa bracket pad fixings – no

permanent fixings. Adjustable bracket
pads attach to profile on awning

Curtains: On easy slide track
Front panels: Removable or drop down (veranda style)
Side panels: Removable or drop down (veranda style)
Doorways: Two each side and two in front
Annexe: Available as optional extra - fits both

sides and side wall panel 
can be zipped back into place

Ventilation: Large mesh panels in both side panels
and apex vent with zipped cover

Accessories: Draught skirt, wheel arch cover 
(with velcro attachment), pegs and
instructions included

Colour: Charcoal and ivory

Large ventilation panels
in both side walls.



Available sizes: 
Size Fits caravans with an Approximate weight Approximate weight 

‘A’ measurement* of: with steel frame kg** with aluminium frame kg**

800 cm 788 to 812 cm 30.7 29.6

825 cm 812 to 838 cm 31.1 30.0

850 cm 838 to 863 cm 36.0 32.3

875 cm 863 to 888 cm 36.4 32.7

900 cm 888 to 913 cm 37.1 33.4

925 cm 913 to 938 cm 37.5 33.8

950 cm 938 to 963 cm 38.5 34.8

975 cm 963 to 988 cm 39.0 35.3

1000 cm 988 to 1013 cm 44.0 38.3

1025 cm 1013 to 1038 cm 44.5 38.8

1050 cm 1038 to 1063 cm 44.9 39.2

1075 cm 1063 to 1088 cm 45.4 39.7

* The ‘A’ measurement is the ground to ground distance 
around your caravan awning rail.  
See your dealer for more information.  

** Weight includes all accessories including pegs, 
draught skirt and wheel arch cover.

Optional Extras
• Lightweight aluminium frame with easy lock adjusting system
• Tall annexe – fits either side; side panel can be 

zipped back in with annexe fitted
• Annexe inner tent (145 x 205 cm maximum height 160 cm)
• Storm straps – clip into buckles pre-attached to awning
• Easy Tread breathable carpet

Find your local dealer at www.kampa.co.uk

CARNIVAL

Side panel can remain in-situ with optional
annexe attached.

Apex ventilation.

Storm strap attachment.

Easy lock
adjusting

clamp.

All front and side panels can
be used “veranda” style.

Optional
Annexe.

Sizes: 
1000 to 1075cm.



Kampa Lightweight Caravan Awnings
The very latest versions and the introduction of new models brings you the best in awning design from Kampa.  Our best selling lightweight awnings have
been further developed to ensure that they offer the best in design, materials and function and ensure that they remain the finest lightweight awning available.
A range of porch awnings that you would be proud to attach to your caravan and that provide first class accommodation on site, yet remain amongst the
easiest of awnings to set up and dismantle.

Our awnings all feature sewn in sealing bumper pads to create a seal between awning and caravan; this can be further improved by using the optional rear
pole sets. The awnings are made from an attractive heavy duty 150D Weathershield® material - we invite you to ’feel the difference’. All awnings come
complete with a draught strip, fully adjustable pegging points, pegs, instructions and a large compression bag that you can easily pack the awning back into.

New models this year include the Rally 200, building on the success of the Rally range, and the Fiesta 270 for those who want to add an annexe without the
size of a larger awning.  The new range is brimming with new features, designed to make life more comfortable and secure – look out for the new leg
adjustment system on the Rally awnings and novel optional extras across the range.

Rally 200 with
optional integrated
windbreak.



Available in three
colours:
• Lagoon Blue 
• Cactus Green 
• Wine Red 

Optional Extras
• Rear upright pole set 
• Storm tie down kit
• Monsoon pole 
• Easy Tread breathable carpet 
• Two berth inner tent 
• Integrated windbreak

Specification for all lightweight 
caravan awnings
Flysheet: 150D Weathershield® heavy duty flame retardant and UV stabilised
Waterproofing: 4000 mm hydrostatic head – for maximum weatherproofing 
Seams: Hot air taped – for maximum weatherproofing
Windows: Crystal clear – for a great view out
Flyscreen: No-see-um mesh – keeps out even the smallest bugs
Zips: Heavy duty Kampa no. 10 with weather covers
Mudflap: 150D Weathershield® - lies inside and can be pegged down
Seal to caravan: Sealing bumper pads
Draught skirt: PVC – included to keep the draughts out from under the caravan

Our Rally 200, 260 & 390 are registered designs exclusive to Kampa UK Limited.

RALLY SERIES
Our Rally awnings have taken lightweights awnings to the next level and our latest
versions are even better. Unlike other similar awnings, the Rally has adjustable legs that
can be adjusted to ensure a perfect fit against the caravan in almost all circumstances.
A better fit means a better erected awning and a better erected awning will 
stand up to more adverse weather and will keep out draughts.

Key Features 
• Hybrid steel & Dynaflex frame
• Quick and easy set up – no long pole sleeves
• More upright front wall – more useable space inside
• Very stable compared to awnings with only flexible poles
• Adjustable front legs with new clamping system 
• Adjustable pegging points
• Sealing bumper pads against caravan 
• Two side doors with secondary mesh doors
• Roll up front panel(s)
• Large crystal clear windows with internal blinds
• Mud flap with eyelets – to keep out draughts
• Draught skirt included

www.kampa.co.uk
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When the ground slopes
upwards away from the caravan,
the front legs are pushed
upwards pulling the 
back of the awning 
away from the caravan.

When the ground slopes
downwards away from the
caravan, the front legs
drop making the back of
the awning too close to
the caravan.

When the ground slopes
upwards away from the
caravan, the legs can be
made shorter maintaining
a close fit against the
caravan. 

When the ground slopes
downwards away from
the caravan, the legs can
be made longer
maintaining a close fit
against the caravan.
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Adjustable legs with 
easy lock clamps.
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A new addition to the hugely successful Rally awning range.  The Rally 200 brings all the benefits of the larger Rally
awnings but in a more compact package.  Those caravanners looking for an awning for weekend or touring use will
find the Rally 200 quick and easy to set up but don’t be fooled by its compact dimensions.  It has a depth of 250
cm and most of that space is usable, due to the angle of the front wall, making it large enough for a small table and
a couple of chairs whilst still allowing easy access to the caravan through the side doors.  As with its larger siblings,
the Rally 200 has a hybrid steel and Dynaflex frame that makes it very easy to set up and maximises the use of the
interior space. The adjustable front legs, with our latest adjusting clamp, ensure the awning fits snugly against the
caravan.  The front panel can be rolled up or, using the canopy poles supplied, can be set up as a sun canopy.
Both the side doors have a secondary mesh door, allowing plenty of ventilation without letting bugs in or perhaps
letting pets or children out.  The Rally 200 is available in three attractive colours so you’re bound to find one that
will enhance your caravan.  It is possible to attach our new integrated windbreak and the Rally 200 also comes
ready to accept a Storm Tie Down kit, Monsoon pole, rear upright pole set and a two berth inner tent 
– all available as optional extras.  The Rally 200 – would you want any other compact awning on your caravan?

Specification
Width: 200cm
Depth: 250cm
Fits caravans: 235 to 250cm high with at least 200cm 

of horizontal awning rail
Weight: 9.6kg
Pack size: 60 x 21 x 14cm
Inner Tent: 140 x 190 cm Maximum height: 215 cm

Available in three colours:
• Lagoon Blue 
• Cactus Green 
• Wine Red

RALLY 200



The Rally 260 can fulfil the needs of the weekend or touring caravanner but could equally suffice for longer holidays
as it is quick and easy to set up yet has a really spacious interior, especially as so much of that space is useable.  The
Rally range extends 250 cm from the caravan, providing so much more room than other lightweight awning.  Setting
up couldn’t be easier with only short sections of pole needing to be threaded through sleeves and the steel legs
only needing to be clipped into place.  Once erected, the Rally 260 is exceptionally stable and comes with plenty
of adjustable pegging points, a full set of pre-attached guy lines and can be fitted with an optional Storm Tie Down
kit.  The latest version also comes ready equipped to accept our optional Monsoon poles, integrated windbreak,
rear upright poles, a two berth inner tent (can be hung left or right) and we can also offer a made to measure
breathable carpet.  Both front panels can be rolled up and we supply canopy poles to allow one of the panels to
be set up as a sun canopy.  Like our other Rallys, the 260 comes with our new adjustable leg system that, together
with the rear bumper pads, creates a good seal between caravan and awning.

Specification
Width: 260cm
Depth: 250cm
Fits caravans: 235 to 250cm high with at 

least 260cm of horizontal awning rail
Weight: 17.7kg
Pack size: 80 x 28 x 28cm
Inner Tent: 120 x 220 cm Maximum height: 225 cm

Available in three colours:
• Lagoon Blue 
• Cactus Green 
• Wine Red

RALLY 260



Our Rally awnings have taken lightweight awning design to a new level and the latest models bring exciting
new features to make your experience easier and more comfortable.  Rally awnings have more headroom,
are sturdier, easier to set up and look better than any other awning of their type. The Rally 390 is 250 cm deep
and 390 cm wide, perfect for the larger caravan and in many instances an ideal replacement for the traditional
caravan awning where ease of set up, weight and storage are taken into consideration.  Exceptionally light
and easy to set up, the Rally has a hybrid frame of high strength steel and Dynaflex, an exceptionally strong
flexible pole.  The profile of the Rally is more upright than other awnings of this type giving more front
headroom and making more use of the available floor space. Each of the front panels can be rolled up and
there is a door, with mosquito mesh, in each side panel. The Rally comes with sewn in sealing bumpers to
create a seal between awning and caravan and rear pole sets, to create an even better seal, are available as
an option.  The Rally 390 is also supplied ready to accept our new optional Monsoon poles, integrated
windbreak, Storm Tie Down kit and two berth inner tent (can be hung left or right).

Specification
Width: 390cm
Depth: 250 cm
Fits caravans: 235 to 250cm high 

with at least 390cm of 
horizontal awning rail

Weight: 21.8kg
Pack size: 85 x 31 x 31cm
Inner Tent: 120 x 220 cm 

Maximum height: 225 cm

Available in three colours:
• Lagoon Blue 
• Cactus Green 
• Wine Red

RALLY 390



FIESTA 270
The Fiesta combines features from traditional awnings but with a modern twist and uses up to the minute
materials.  The Fiesta is extremely easy to set up as the canvas is extremely lightweight yet once erected is
extremely sturdy with its strong steel frame.  Available in two sizes to suit most caravans.

A lightweight awning with the unique option to be able to attach a two berth
annexe. The Fiesta comes as standard with two zip out side panels that allow the
optional annexe to be fitted either side. The Fiesta is lightweight and easy to set up
with a strong steel frame and three rafter poles with bracket pads that do not need
to be permanently attached to the caravan and comes complete with our sealing
bumpers. The awning has zip out front panels with extra ventilation in the apex, as
well as large ventilation panels above each side window. The Fiesta features our
unique ‘daylight panel’ in the roof that allows natural light into the awning. 

Specification
Width: 270cm
Depth: 250cm
Fits caravans: 235 to 250cm with 

at least 270cm of 
horizontal awning rail

Weight: 17.5kg
Pack size: 100 x 24 x 23cm 

(all weights and sizes 
excludes annexe)FI
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A larger version of our Fiesta 270, the Fiesta 350 is an ideal replacement for a traditional full caravan awning but
with the benefits of lightweight and easy set up.  Like its smaller sibling, you can zip an annexe into either side of
the Fiesta 350, great for an extended family, guests or your holiday clutter.  This optional annexe comes complete
with a two berth inner tent with sewn in groundsheet.  Setting up couldn’t be simpler and when erected the
structure is exceptionally sturdy.  There’s plenty of options, with both the front and side panels zipping out – you
can even drop the side panels down to let in fresh air whilst at the same time keeping young children or pets safe
inside.  The Fiesta 350 comes with the usual Kampa specification including rear bumper pads, ‘Feel the difference’
fabric and fully adjustable pegging points.   

Specification
Width: 350cm
Depth: 250cm
Fits caravans: 235 to 250cm high with at least 350cm 

of horizontal awning rail
Weight: 24.4kg
Pack size: 102 x 31 x 29cm 

(all weights and sizes excludes annexe)

FIESTA 350

With optional annexe.

With optional annexe and inner tent.

Fiesta optional
extras all models
• Rear upright pole set 
• Annexe with inner tent
• Easy Tread breathable carpet  
• Matching windbreak



Motor Home 
Driveaway Awnings

Key Features for Travel Pod
& Travel Pod XL
• Freestanding
• Dynaflex poles – incredibly strong but 

lightweight
• ‘Feel the difference’ 150D Weathershield® heavy 

duty, flame retardant and UV resistant material - 
4000 mm hydrostatic head

• Quick and easy set up with short pole sleeves
• Compact to store and transport
• Adjustable pegging points
• Large rear tunnel
• Two side doors with secondary mesh doors
• Roll up front panel
• Large crystal clear windows with 

internal blinds
• Mud flap– to keep out draughts

Available in three colours:
• Lagoon Blue 
• Cactus Green 
• Wine Red

Optional Extras
• 2 berth inner tent (220 x 145cm) 
• Easy Tread breathable carpet 

The ideal awning for smaller motor homes, vans or even SUVs. The large rear tunnel
will suit vehicles up to 240cm high. The Travel Pod range is manufactured to the same
high standards as our caravan awnings and share many of the same features. The large
rear tunnel provides sheltered access to the motor home and leads, through a roll up
door, into the spacious living area that is light and airy thanks to the Daylight Panel
incorporated within the roof and the large panoramic windows - with roll away blinds.
Two side doors, both with built-in fly screens, allow easy access and the front panel can
be rolled up or converted into a sun canopy. The Travel Pod is manufactured using our
150D Weathershield® material that has a hydrostatic head of an amazing 4000mm - that's
4 metres of water! The awning is supported with our Dynaflex poles - lightweight and
compact yet as strong as steel. The Travel Pod can be set up in around ten minutes and after
use packs down into an incredibly small carry bag that can be made smaller using the integral
compression straps.

Specification
Width: 240cm
Depth: 240cm
Centre height: 230cm high
Weight: 17.3kg
Pack size: 80 x 28 x 26cm

TRAVEL POD

A version suitable for larger and coach built motor home. The tunnel is
suitable for motor homes up to 290cm high.
The Travel Pod XL is the larger sibling of the Travel Pod and shares many of
the same features whilst being suitable for the larger, taller motor home and
offering more internal space.  The Travel Pod XL is freestanding and can
therefore be used to reserve your pitch on site and can then attach to the motor
home using our Easy Link system.  For additional sleeping accommodation, the
Travel Pod XL can be fitted with a two berth inner tent.  On sunny days the large
front door panel can be rolled up or converted into a sun canopy using the
canopy poles provided.

Specification
Width: 310cm
Depth: 310cm
Centre height: 240cm high
Weight: 20.3kg
Pack size: 90 x 32 x 28cm

TRAVEL POD XL

Find your local dealer at
www.kampa.co.uk
Some pictures in this catalogue 
may show optional extras available at extra cost.



Kampa is a registered trade mark.  
Rally 260 and Rally 390 are registered designs. 

The sizes and specifications quoted are approximate and are given as an indication
only. Kampa UK Ltd. reserves the right to alter specifications as considered
necessary and without notice. Find you nearest dealer at www.kampa.co.uk Our
thanks to Homestead Lake Park for allowing us to use their site for photography
and to Homestead Caravans & Outdoor Leisure for the use of the caravans.

TMDistributor:

Awning optional extras

Kampa UK Ltd, 
Witham CM8 3EU

Rally Storm Tie Down Kit
All 2010 model Rally awnings come ready fitted with attachments to
accept our Storm Tie Down Kit.  If you’re expecting particularly windy
weather, these tie downs will assist the guy lines already fitted to your
awning.  Importantly, they pull on the frame and not the canvas.
Supplied in pairs complete with large pegs.

Rally Monsoon Pole
Designed to fit the 2010 Rally range, the Monsoon pole adds extra
tensioning for the roof panels; particularly useful in wet weather.  
Supplied in singles, the Rally 200 requires 1, the 260 requires 2 and the 
300 requires 3 poles.

Rally Integrated Windbreak
The perfect solution to extra privacy and protection for the front of your
awning.  One end of the windbreak actually clips to the front pole of
the Rally awning, following the contour.  This gives a much better fit than
other windbreaks and the smart grey colour matches all Rally awnings.
Why not have two? Height 140cm, length 300cm.

Two Berth Inner Tent – all Rally models
A 2 berth inner tent can be suspended in the Rally awnings.  Complete
with a sewn in groundsheet.  The Rally 260 & 390 inner tents can be fitted
to the left hand or right hand side.  The 200 inner tent fits in the front part
of the awning. Rally 200 inner tent: 140 x 190 cm, maximum height: 215
cm. Rally 260/390 inner tent: 120 x 220 cm, maximum height: 225 cm.

Rear Upright Poles – Rally & Fiesta models
All our lightweight awnings come complete with sewn-in bumper pads
that create a seal between the awning and caravan.  This seal can, if
required, be enhanced with the addition of the Rear Upright Pole Set.  
This creates an even better seal.

Carnival Storm Tie Down Kit
All Carnival awnings come ready fitted with attachments to accept our
Storm Tie Down Kit.  Simply clip one end into the buckle on the 
awning and peg the other end with the peg supplied. 
Supplied in pairs complete with large pegs.

Easy Tread Carpet – All Models
An attractive deluxe awning carpet that gives a warm luxury feel to any
awning.  The close weave does not allow insects or worms to come
through but breathes to keep grass alive.  Available to fit all Kampa
awnings and in universal sizes.

Awning Carpet – All Models
A great accessory that provides a warm comfortable surface underfoot.
Just lay on top of your normal groundsheet or carpet.  The top surface is
a soft, durable flannel that has a foam middle layer and a waterproof
backing.

Easy lock – All Models
Multi-purpose flooring tiles that lock together for use inside and out.
Strong closed cell EVA gives a warm, cushioned, non slip surface whilst
the holes allow the grass to grow.  Links together like a jigsaw to provide
any shape.  Ideal for high traffic areas.


